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Introduction
I can’t say that I agree with every writer in this magazine. But it is not this
magazine’s goal to squelch voices with which I may disagree. It is rather my
job to bring these voices, along with those to which I align, into meeting—into
the public square.
As editor, I am merely finding those voices most articulate and passionate
of their position—talented voices that challenge me and my presuppositions of
how I view the world: that might shatter some held beliefs while emboldening
others. I hope this is true for the reader as well, not just myself.
In this issue we present a cacophony, admittedly, though not without
purpose. As a first issue I was testing the waters of publication, seeing how
many submissions I could get, and then how many I could get that I liked. With
such testing, a general theme did not matter.
But if there is to be any overarching theme, I would like to say that it
arrives from my own interest in time, memory, and nostalgia. Such pieces
tend to pique my interest, and as I reread the issue I found I was successful in
choosing works that charmed those sensibilities. From Molly Friedman’s short
story, with a Fitzgeraldian flavor that weeps of love tarnished and lost; to Helen
Papadopoulos’ weepy poetry of faith and love; and Leo Yankevich’s yearning
cull of his early years, I was surprised to see how many pieces reflected much
of what I thought and felt.
The magazine was a daunting and time-consuming task. As submissions
flooded in, and my own personal duties increased, I found difficulty in pouring
significant care into every submission. One quickly finds that one can’t.
Fortunately, I and my assistant editor, Justin McGeary, did manage to discover
pieces that we enjoyed, reread, mulled upon, then reread again with the same
joy with which we began. These, of course, comprise the magazine.
So, with very few words, I present to you a first issue. I hope you enjoy
it.
-Luke Bartolomeo
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Helen Papadopoulos
								
sea gull

there is comfort in the way
he reaches out,
touches infinite space,
and falls back.
walking the hallways of the sky:
sleeplessness comes
in circles.
dusting the palette of pink sky
with his stillborn wings,
he engages the fading reflection
of where the sun
has gone to rest:
a final conversation between
flight
and coming darkness.
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I can still hear your voice
although decades have passed—
the baritone of a man
who is approaching fifteen.
Knees and knuckles numb,
you stand on the snowy bank
of the Shenango river,
pulling an angry muskrat
from an old steel trap.
Like a eucharist
you hold it up against
the Pennsylvania sky,
its only remaining paw
bleeding, almost severed,
dangling in the sun.
Blue-lipped and barely eight,
I shiver in the wind,
and almost weep for home.
“It made it all this way”—
you say—“on three raw bones,
and still defies its death,
just like we must the cold.”
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Leo Yankevich
Brother,

						

						
		
Linnea Jensen
									
Letter

Your love,
Is found in the settling of window panes
The tuning of the guitar. the wet slap of leaves in a hurricane:
What has lasted—What will bloom—What the present has made of you.
Found in the way the verb exists between declension charts and poetry
Its absence in the blues:
What has no perimeter—What has boundless fences—And what tears them
down.
You mean
What mercy does in the impossible grip of poverty:
Anatomy in Guernica—Dawn in Dracula—Shadows in Water lilies
You listen to me. I am now
What my town was to the WPA
—a heart to be flooded.
Your loss,
Is the caged hate that comes unbidden when you
Purchase a panther
Patience—catches prey—has no regret
The fear that stops you from stepping into the china factory
Afraid to discover that without people
priceless—dies with shattered willows.
The grief that forces you to look away
From the girl before she is gone.
14

What you are made of—what is inside—what is ruling you now.
And how you cannot turn away
Though you wish with all your might
When the river catches fire
And burns.
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Molly Friedman
The Ballet

She was talking to the waiter when he spotted her. The waiters were all
dressed like cabin boys on yachts off Cannes because it was the theme of the
party. White tank tops, white pants, white sailor hats, and small navy scarves
tied around their necks. Hannah wondered if they knew why they were
dressed that way. Her own dress was black and sparkly and her eyes were
dark. The effect did not fit the theme. Everyone else wore blues and sandy
colors, pretending the concrete balconies in that mess of Lincoln Center
overlooked the breezy Mediterranean, when in fact the June heat in the city
was unbearable, causing Hannah to sweat. He saw the sweat on her forearms
as she ordered a fourth champagne, and maybe he wanted to rescue her.
“So you’re friends with the waiters?”
She turned and smiled, dropping a bit of champagne on the hard floor
and possibly on a woman’s shoe. She didn’t recognize her own smile, had
suspected it existed, but never once felt it attack her face this way. All over
the city, every night, Hannah had watched as boys and girls met in a similar
fashion, smiling at the first introduction the way they’d wanted to smile at
someone since the day they moved here.
“No, we just met. He wants to model and seems to think I have
connections.”
“Connections, or a bedroom nearby.”
She laughed a little too hard at this, not expecting attempts at humor
so soon, and held his stare, noticing some uneven stubble under his left
cheekbone, the remnants of a halfhearted shave.
There was a rush around them, too many people in long gowns and too
many bony, drink-wielding arms attempting to light cigarettes. It was still
light out, not even 7pm, and everyone was drunk. She was young and dressed
all wrong, tipsy and alone on a balcony as the summer sun tried desperately
to go down. He seemed to connect all her puzzling pieces very quickly, and
she leaned against one of the concrete walls for balance.
“I like your crooked tooth.” He was referring to a slightly ajar bottom
one beneath her smile, noticeable from a certain height.
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“Yours are a little off as well, you know.” It was true—he had a
minuscule space between his two front teeth amidst an otherwise perfect
array.
“Didn’t wear your retainer?”
“Yup.” Hannah suddenly felt smaller, like he’d seen something she’d
always been very good at hiding. “I always wonder if it sort of summarizes
me as a person, shrugging off positive reinforcement.”
“I would hope there’s more to you than that.”
“Very little.”
They held the stare a few seconds too long again. It was familiar. Had
they gone to the same preschool? Did he have a house out on Long Island,
and maybe they’d passed each other repeatedly one summer at a deli where
their fathers bought the same bagels? Maybe it was the same tennis class, or
their families both had season tickets that year when the Knicks were good.
Hannah started to worry that they looked very similar, and that his voice was
easier to listen to than anyone else’s. It still wasn’t dark yet.
It suddenly became very difficult for her to stifle urges to wrap her arms
around his neck. So she started to build a wall between them, “And why are
you here? Why are you standing out here with me on a Tuesday night in the
middle of summer?”
He deftly ignored the verbal commotion she’d hurled. He reached
into his pocket and gave her a hand-rolled cigarette in dirty black paper.
Remembering how obvious it was to most people that she didn’t smoke, she
wondered if he just wanted to watch her fiddle with it and suck too hard. She
might even drop it and then really become animated.
But he grabbed the bait, “My parents. We’re obsessed with the Ballet. I
know all the dancers and could probably show you all the choreography right
here, right now.”
True to form, Hannah dropped the dirty cigarette at this, and her eyes lit
up in a rare moment of raw embarrassment. He handed her another.
She wondered how many of him existed. After her years spent away
at school, Manhattan had started to feel like the place where you vacation,
rather than somewhere you could actually live. This wasn’t her city, and she
could tell it was his. The way he leaned into the railing, the haphazard way his
dark hair was messed about, and the beige suit. The unreadable black writing
on his forearm and the mini-harmonica hanging around his neck, even the
bizarre pleather black tie on top of a preppy pink shirt. This was a Fieldston
boy, a boy from the type of artsy family where the art was actually sold and
written about, where Upper West Side apartments were stomping grounds
for rebellious intellect. He was a starving artist with plenty of food.
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“I could even show you how to get to center stage right now, while
everyone else eats their salmon.”
He was right: the roaring sea of blue chiffon had calmed. It was just the
two of them on the balcony, smoking cloves and becoming dizzy. She gazed
through the glass walls at the gray hair and the long legs and the shiny French
chignons arranged in perfect circles at the crowded, busy tables. She even
spotted the seat intended for her, in between her visibly drunk mother and an
ugly fashion writer. She saw orders being taken and napkins being unfolded.
Center stage beckoned.
“Show me.”
For whatever reason, he grabbed her hand and started pulling. He pulled
her through the ballroom and past the waiters in their yacht clothes, through
a back door and into a hallway so small they had to awkwardly duck and do a
sort of jog to get through. After twists and turns that Hannah likened to her
earliest imaginative memories of Narnia, a black door opened and she found
herself in the wings.
He’d pulled her all the way to the empty stage of the New York City
Ballet, complete with a sole spotlight and open curtains. She remembered
playing Clara in The Nutcracker, and suddenly was amazed that she’d been able
to remember all the steps at the age of 10. It would have been impossible to
keep them straight now, to actually know where to put her feet and her arms
in front of all these people, in front of someone like him, or rows and rows
of him.
He had dark scraggly hair about two inches long and red lips. The way
he crossed the stage, cigarette dangling from his mouth, one hand in a roomy
pocket and unmoving, sparkly eyes looking directly at her, Hannah felt like
some sort of damsel in distress, not knowing whether this was her hero or
captor approaching.
He got closer and began speaking. “It’s perfect, right? I could live here. I
could just set up a little desk over in the corner, put a radio against the back
and hang my clothes in the costume closet.” She realized that she had no
idea what he did with his day, but was too afraid to ask. And then the words
became frighteningly musical. “I could live here with my camera and easel,
drawing and filming and designing logos, building sets, models, furniture.
You know. Write, too. You know. Art.”
Hannah felt her eyes widen and her heels fall back on the dusty stage.
She wanted to run, should have run then. It was very alarming to have found
this, and she was much too young and unprepared to have found it this soon.
But he was standing too close and it was too late to run back to the
party. He was still smiling at her in a way that would provoke a frozen grin on
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her face throughout the following week. She would grin on her way to work,
deciding to don the kooky outfit she’d bought months ago but had been
too shy to actually wear. She would put her hair in a high ponytail and apply
pink lipstick to puffy lips in the morning. For five days until the next time
she saw him, the smile never left her face, and she found herself wandering
through midtown in a giant, conquering mood, unable to eat or stand still.
She repeatedly congratulated herself on wearing exactly the wrong dress.
				
*
Even after three months had passed, Hannah still had scarcely an idea
of how his life operated and played out day after day. The first time she’d
seen his apartment (a studio on the 4th floor of a dingy walk-up building
off West End), she’d fallen in a doomed sort of love with the endless array
of old photographs, numerous international passports, signed first editions
from Jerzy Kosinski, framed snapshots of his parents from the 70s in black
and white, and of course, the obligatory artist’s stool and palette, upon which
new renditions in watercolors, stencils, pens and spray paint would appear
visit after visit. His kitchen had an old-fashioned toaster from the 50s, which
never fully toasted the bread that they never really ate anyway. His balcony
had strings of white lights and a small grill, where hamburgers were made
when groups of his Fieldston friends came over to draw and brainstorm
plots for new short films. Sometimes a large block of concrete would appear,
and Ben would tell Hannah how he saw it on the street and thought it could
be useful someday. His videos were all carefully organized on his Powerbook,
and he had three iPods all filled with dreamy, nonsensical music that she tried
to understand on her own, ultimately blaming herself for being too simple to
love it.
Most of Hannah’s visits began with a viewing of his latest short film,
which typically included strange, scratchy plots involving pills, French
music and him maniacally running through the city streets wearing all black.
She pretended to see the “point” of each, although she never asked for
an explanation and he never felt the need to supply one. Often she would
find herself laughing loudly at his cameos in friends’ equally nonsensical
movies, where he would weave his hair into a pompadour and don a
handlebar mustache before tap dancing across a kitchen or through an empty
supermarket.
But that summer, all she felt was blind fascination. After sleeping
together and showering, he’d often ask her to sit in one of his massive
orange armchairs for hours, using up page after page to draw her every angle.
Most of the time her hair was wet and tangled, and she was rarely drawn with
a top on.
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“You have these amazing lines, ridiculous. How could no one have
told you before about these lines you have.” He was always sitting across
from her, wearing a pair of thick-rimmed black glasses she suspected had
no use, save for the impossibly appealing dose of faux-intellectualism it
afforded his tan features. He would be naked, or down to neon-colored
briefs, holding a posterboard in his lap and peering above it to squint at her.
An infinite number of dimly lit lamps with yellowing shades held guard in
random areas of the room, and she’d look from lamp to lamp to bookshelf
to photograph and finally rest her gaze on him, trying to make sense out of
this little playground she’d found in such a barren part of the city. Who knew
that bursts of light like this were burning high above the streets every night.
Cigarette smoke filled the room and she had absolutely no idea how to pose.
She’d look down, or across the room at herself in the floor-length
mirror, and try not to smile. Maybe she did have “ridiculous” lines across her
shoulders and collar bone. Maybe her face was, as he put it, “geometrically
symmetrical.” But even though it couldn’t all be true, wasn’t the most
important part the fact that she’d found someone who believed it?
Hannah could never figure out (and she tried time after time to observe
the stuff objectively, as though she wasn’t sleeping with the artist) whether
any of it was any good.
				
*
It was Labor Day weekend when the rhapsody fell to a dull standstill.
All summer they’d spontaneously meet in the Hamptons, then go smoke pot
on the beach, sometimes stripping down to nothing and waltzing through
the sand, pushing each other down. He’d take moonlit pictures and go down
on her as the sand from his hair fell across her stomach, sometimes into her
mouth. Then they’d light another joint by his car, laugh at the stars and he’d
grip her hair and pull her head backwards as she struggled to stand upright.
Once, they’d forgotten both pairs of shoes before speeding away
and had to return to the beach the next morning to look for them. But
they couldn’t remember which little beach it had been, and chose instead
to imagine some befuddled locals coming across two pairs of elaborately
pricey shoes, one of which was a pair of red velvet-heeled stilettos with pink
ballet ribbons that she’d bought the day after their first meeting at the ballet,
because they were laughably implausible, just like him. His were worn-out
loafers that had initially confused her—the boy with paint on his fingers, who
spent an entire night teaching her about The Painted Bird, this kid with motheaten holes in his sweaters who rode up and down Columbus on a bike, also
wore Prada loafers.
One of those blurry nights during Labor Day weekend, they began
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driving to a lavish spread in Water Mill where a lawn party was starting.
He sat in the driver’s seat wearing jeans without underwear, a pair of dirty
white Adidas from the 80s, Ray Ban aviators and a black sweater. The small
harmonica still hung against his collarbone and Hannah looked down at
herself, as she always did after gazing at him. Her summer dress hugged the
tan skin she’d worked so hard to perfect, and her hair hung in a messy cloud
of highlights and waves.
“So what do you think of me?” It came out drowsily, a result of too
much wine before the drive.
“Of you? I honestly think you’re really, really beautiful.” He smirked and
managed to light one of his black cigarettes.
It was a heady compliment to swallow, mainly because she didn’t think
he was lying. There was no reason for a lie like this, said this way, at this time.
She realized he really meant it, but was still unsatisfied.
“No, but what do you think of us together?” She thought of her new
collection of black-and-white photographs of the two of them in her
underwear drawer that screamed and shouted at her, begging her to believe
this was happiness.
Hannah watched his eyebrows furrow and immediately knew that, while
she’d fallen for him over and over again, from the first time he spoke to her
on the balcony in June to the many times he’d painted her looking far prettier
than she actually was, he’d fallen just the once, and steadily forgotten about
it. When he looked at her, he saw the image of a girl with his artist’s scrawl
somewhere near the bottom right-hand corner.
“I think that...when you were at my house last weekend and you ran
around the backyard in my dad’s big collared gray sweatshirt? That it was
one of the greatest things I’ve ever seen. I should really have taken a picture.”
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Rachel Shepler
Children
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Anna Adjemian
							
Blood and Honey
						

I recognize that fear of standing still.
I saw it in your eyes the first time I met you:
that longing to taste
everything,
everyone;
to know blood as intimately as honey.
Oh, it looks good to be a house on fire—
the colors of the sparks,
the purity of explosions,
the smoke dancing with the sky,
and everyone gathered,
awed by the flames.
And your greatest trick will be
to go out,
suddenly,
instantly;
windows unshattering,
shingles lying flat again,
the blackened, peeling wallpaper returning pale and floral
at the snap of your fingers
Darling: the coals will hold the heat.
The smoke will fill your throat.
You will open your mouth to speak peace
but you will only exhale ash.
Darling: the blood you’ve spilled daily
on many altars
has left you pale and trembling.
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Why do you run so hard
when here, there is peace,
and wind,
and cool water?
Come—
Let him wipe up the blood.
Let him feed you honey.
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Helen Papadopoulos
					
perception (is an ugly girl)

her haunted eyes
seek
me
out.
she waits within time,
hollow cheeks
blackened by her insecurity.
“there’s a hole inside my morning,”
she says,
like moth-worn spaces
in her oldest sweater.
i avoid her stare,
and consider to forget that ragged voice
for yet another day,
but she threads my mind with twisted possibility,
and pulls her stitches tight.
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Helen Papadopoulos
nevada’s turning

he used to know when winter would be over.
walking onto summer’s backbone, grateful
for the warmth on its return.
sweet air—predicting that this place could come alive again—
“don’t get used to this,” he’d frown, interrupting my hopes,
while considering a cloud or two,
and tapping the earth with his heel.
“it’s frozen straight on to the other side.”
curving the path, i’d shrug my shoulders—
and within waking, recall those dusty words,
as i watched the grassy petals shivering under midnight snow.
melting into nonexistence by and by, of course.
and just in the same way, as it is the nature of seasons,
he was gone.
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Grandpa had a gambler’s poker face,
though grandma held the tattered deck of cards.
We crossed the bridge in Wheatland, and then raced
by Dunbar Slag, and two scrap metal yards.
Old Bill was sleeping near his pit-bull Pug,
but woke when he caught ear of grandpa’s voice.
They went inside, then came out with a jug
of what Old Bill called “Pennsylvania’s Choice.”
They drank it like spring water, cold and pure,
reminisced about what two old fogies
had done for cash in nineteen-twentyfour,
then grandpa smiled and said: “We’d better go.”
Before we got back home he smoked two stogies,
stinky ones, so grandma wouldn’t know.
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Leo Yankevich
Moonshine, 1969

Matthew Kerr
Woodshed
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On the page blank as a stare
I make a mark.
It is a birthmark. I am born
again here, in
your cold country, in your
deadly, blank eye.
Take me in like a vista. Take
me in like a traveler.
I am not a traveler. I am mote,
only large enough to make you look.
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Corey Mesler
See Me

						

						
							

Emily Dickinson, also
sometimes
called The Nun of Amherst,
was full of
secrets. Small, like a child,
she was nevertheless fiery, barbed with
incandescent
attention. Inside her
words
collided like
planets. Inside her home
she lived
lifetimes, her body given over
to the muse,
like a nun’s to her Christ.
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Corey Mesler
Emily Dickinson

						

						
								

Inara Cedrins
Set in Place

The stewardess announces: make sure you are fastened
and in transit I hear about the child artist
who anchors every picture with a unicorn—
once it is in place, the painting can proceed.
We enter in stages: the great window of the cathedral in Spoleto
like a stilled wheel molten in afternoon light
and driving through the landscape, someone in the party says,
now I can see how one can live outside one’s native land.
Sugared almonds with my morning coffee, I hear
that the man who owned the villa tucked into the Umbrian hills
died a year ago, but the servants still live there.
We learn the rules of the cuisine: with truffles
and fettucine you can’t have Parmesan cheese, the tiny
lentils should not be cooked with any other ingredients,
each remaining firm, so that you taste their integrity.
Grappa flavored with gentians, bitter.
A man washing fresh strawberries
at an ancient waterspout. In the evening
the sky is like a precious amethyst a jeweler folds away
31

into black velvet for the night, and in the villa on the hill
the servants have turned on all the lights, so that the windows
shine out translucent as rock candy.
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Inara Cedrins
Vilnius at Solstice

I go out through the Gate of Dawn early
while the silver altar above glows with coral light
and before the beggars have taken up places
in the niches below, where thick yellow candles
will be sold. Little tracks wander off
into the woods, where rarely people appear like apparitions
and the devil is a benign trickster to be haggled with—
sometimes, outwitted. The snow is soft and will pass
as oppression did. Later
they wear the head of the iron wolf, heads of gentle
sheep and moles, and the Grim Reaper dances with a gypsy:
let’s make the earth shake! they cry from the stage
and everyone stamps their boots. It is an old festival,
the man next to me says, his eyes glowing with satisfaction.
They’re free again to congregate,
pagan and uncontained,
and there is room, even for me.
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Helen Papadopoulos
speaking into empty space

the off chance that I suppose you’re listening today,

at 10:40pm in the shower,
with water beating between my shoulders
like tiny raindrops clinging to my spine,
reminding me to stay warm
and to tell you the truth,
since you already know it anyway.
And in the thousand words
that swim in my eyes,
down my tired face
to the slanted floor below,
I manage to form my lips around
the only one that we both understand:
mercy.
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Borkum Riff, tamped into his pipe,
his finger spade-like,
tobacco moist as earth
to which the men he lost
in war returned,
the ones I doubt he ever buried
in his armchair in the dark.
A sudden flame—I see him glow,
wreathed in smoke, palming ashes.
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Mark Jackley
What My Father Smoked

						

						
							

In an orange-spangled fire
Burning there,
between two highways
two seasons
joining our dimension to the next:

A sovereign, lonely thing.
Touched by its own failing flesh
Crying a river too
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Antonio Hopson
That Bush I Saw

						

						
Mark Jackley
				
The Flowers I Leave at Your Grave

Not wanting the wind and rain to scatter them
yet forgetting a pot,
I dig a hole, using
my ice-scraper, planting
the stems as best as I can.
Done, I stare at your name
in wonder, clutching the muddy tool
bought to help me see.
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Matthew Kerr
Graveyard Sunrise
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Linnea Jensen
			
What happens when you underestimate

She is dreaming of what he can never give her in a month of Sundays
Because he is old
And the world’s young men have long outrun him
Because he built his house on the shoulders of silent women
He loved each grain of sand—he was fair to her.
So she runs—he still clutches at blood money and the lie
That liberals don’t make history.
He sent her amazing grace and everlasting arms
She’s got Peter, Paul, and Mary
She’s spinnin’ John the Revelator
He rebuilt Galatia and Corinth—all of history around her
Until she was immured. Breathing was dangerous
She’s humming Genesis
She’s got a new story
She heard that when Adam blamed Eve for the world
God still stayed omnipotent—
And laughed.
He tried to keep her safe and silent
Tried to keep her from
Milton
From
Machiavellli
From
Melville and Monet
He rolled with some punches
She could read! She could vote! It seemed the walls were speaking
He gave her rhyming poems
That placed Christ in a neat English garden
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He gave her Bible cookbooks
And pink prayer journals
Pamphlets on when she was allowed to speak of God
In case she wasn’t clear.
He gave her paintings of lighthouses
And roses.
Too bad she wanted
The blood and vinegar—he tried to stop her—wanted Hebrew letters
And Christ in crucifixion
The mercy that comes with absolute sincerity
With the graffiti in fifty foreign cities
At once he’s angry and speaking reconciliation
But it’s still no help—she’s
Dreaming of parricide
She’s escaping through the Garden
He won’t get her back inside.
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I do not ask him why his lips are busted,
his face unshaved and red. I do not question
the stink of last-night’s booze, the now dry blood
that stains his flannel shirt. I do not mention
how he looks, or who cannot be trusted.
I know the frog-shit, jaggers, leaves, and mud
on his shoes come from walking all alone
along the river underneath the moon,
wondering why she’s dead tonight. His phone
is off the hook and hills of dishes reek,
yet I know the reason’s not the reason.
I put the brown bag down and tell him soon
it’ll be Thanksgiving, then deer hunting season,
and hug this man too fearful to be weak.
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Leo Yankevich
Widower

						

						
Antonio Hopson
									
Hope

I wish to
cry myself to sleep
and
Awaken
on a sea that I have wept.
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Mark Jackley
		
Laughing with a Friend About Our Outlaw Past

But the tale of Dave Revard
and his not-quite moustache,
his feathered hair
and corduroy jacket,
the cops in Mississippi
who shot him dead,
the marijuana
exploits, the tequila
and the skid marks is,
judging from the hushing
of our tone, almost
a trigger all its own
for two men with divorces,
child support and parents
who will soon stop breathing.
We won’t see it coming.
Quietly, we slide
the gun back into the drawer.
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Mark Jackley
		
Afterwards, I Rub Your Back and Begin to Drift

My fingers are old men
hobbling in a garden,
who blink and step with care
over the uneven
land they know by heart,
yet it still surprises
when a little tilling
produces miracles.
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Samuel Vanderplas
New Brighton Buzz

Lashes glued together,
My scalp crashes back to the seat
And my brain rattles in its skull.
I might vomit.
My brain squelches left and right,
Back from a gas burst,
Front from a brake.
I weigh nothing.
Streetlights streak across my pupils,
And the stares of pedestrians imprint,
And the road is a river.
I am still in control.
Centrifugal nausea flavors my dreams,
And consciousness finds but a block’s advancement,
And my head lolls like a thin drop of molasses meandering
down the bottle.
I know where I am.
A steady front-seat murmur seeps through my ears,
And my head wilts into the cushion,
And my lashes reglue.
I am done for the night.
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Willis Andner
Phoenix House

I noticed him when he walked into the room. Bowlegged as a cowboy, but
he’d never been near a horse. Genetics maybe—malnourished more likely—a
heroin addict from Harlem, John Gidner wasn’t old enough to buy a beer.
“John, it’s your turn,” the coordinator said with a frown from the front
of the basketball court-size room. “Get your sorry butt up here.”
A large, intimidating presence with a hint of gray in his Afro, the
coordinator had been one of the most notorious dealers in the South Bronx.
“Damn,” John said under his breath as he rose to face an audience of
felons. At first appearing bashful, a shifty-eyed smirk hinted his pedigree:
thief, hustler, courtroom regular.
“Toe pine…” John croaked while shifting from one foot to the other as
if his shoes were too tight. Several in the audience snickered. “Toe pine…”
John stared at the clock on the far wall to avoid looking at the faces. “My
baby’s…toe pine…” His attempt at the Fiesta’s hit song, So Fine, stumbled
across the room—a speech impediment produced “toe pine.” With the
focused expression of someone threading a needle, John sang for the sullen
residents in Phoenix House’s morning meeting.
“Okay, who’s next?” The coordinator scanned the group. “Lenny?
Ronald?” The audience shifted uneasily. Each of us had to entertain the
group weekly. But it was one thing to sing on street corners, doo-wopping in
doorways while stoned on wine and reefer. This was something else. Phoenix
House broke street images. In this place nobody was “cool,” that’s why we
all wore the same custodian-blue uniforms. Detoxed from drugs, sheared
like sheep, defrocked of street duds, each of us faced two years in this New
York City treatment program. Phoenix House took a military approach to
rehabilitating junkies.
“That’s it.” The coordinator barely looked up from his clipboard. “Time
to go to work.”
				
*
“John,” I said. “Buffer or mop?” John “Toe Pine” Gidner and I were
inductees, fresh from the detoxification ward. We would spend the next two
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months on the cleaning crew. After several months, inductees transferred to
one of a dozen treatment facilities across the city. If they lasted that long.
With the exception of those sent by a judge or parole officer, nothing
could keep anyone from signing out.
Except fear.
For many of us fear outweighed the craving to shoot heroin—
sometimes. Fear and craving seesawed in our psyches, as much a part of our
existence as inhaling and exhaling.
“Man, it don’t make no never mind, do it?” Toe Pine grabbed a mop
and looked at me like a kid who’d lost his dog. “Damn, I wish I was high.” He
spoke for both of us.
I might have shot junk with Toe Pine. For that matter I might have
shot heroin with any of the Phoenix House residents. In the last few years
I’d been to the cooker with dozens of junkies from Harlem, the Bronx,
Brooklyn—wherever my habit took me. After I checked into detox, the stuff
on the street got better than ever. Countless addicts turned up bloated in
basements or plunged dreamily from rooftops all over the city. But overdoses
meant primo stuff. Even Bobby Kennedy’s son made the trip from Boston.
The New York Daily News said so—every time he got busted. That kid from
Cambridge had to have it just like we did.
Yet even though heroin ruled the city like an invisible dictator, it
remained a second-class story. Front pages focused on the moon landing,
Woodstock, and a war Cronkite delivered to dinner tables each evening.
It was the summer of ’69.
				
*
“Well, tomorrow’s the day.” The counselor I was assigned to on the
detox ward flipped the pages of my chart. “Why not visit Phoenix House for
the afternoon?”
“Man, I ain’t going to no Phoenix House.”
“You don’t have to stay. It’ll give you a change of scenery for a few
hours.”
“Ahhh, I don’t know.” Avoiding his stare I knew my counselor would
nag me about residential treatment programs till my time was up. “I still get
out tomorrow, right?”
“No problem.”
The induction phase of Phoenix House was housed on the floor above
Beth Israel Hospital’s detox ward. Junkies coming off detox could transfer
without leaving the building.
“You ain’t kidding me about leaving, right?”
“I get paid the same whether you try Phoenix House or hit the street
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and get busted.” He shook his head with a sigh.
I didn’t want Phoenix House, but the thought of returning to the life I’d
led depressed me; prison terrified me. Tired of ripping and running, as bad
as I wanted to get high I longed to be free of the life heroin demanded. If
only I could stop thinking about shooting junk.
				
*
“Hey man, what’s happening?” A stranger stood in my doorway.
Savoring the sultry June afternoon just beyond the bars, I turned from the
window. “Ah, you know, thinking.”
“The streets, right?” The stranger stepped into my room.
I shrugged my shoulders like a kid reacting to a parent’s probing
question.
“Why don’t you do what I did?” He smiled as his eyebrows arched.
“Give Phoenix House a shot.”
Suddenly I remembered seeing him and several other ex-junkie members
of a Phoenix House outreach team talking to detox patients the week before.
“Give me a break.” I turned back to the window.
“Two summers ago I was just like you,” he continued as if I’d shown
interest. “Wanting to get high all the time, so bad I could taste it.”
I half-turned toward him, my expression said he’d just told me water was
wet. “So you went into Phoenix House and now your life is wonderful, right?”
“Hey, what can I tell you?” His smile faded. “Do what you want, it’s your
life.”
“Tell me something I don’t know.”
“Look man, why be a chump?” His smile reappeared as if he were
reasoning with a stubborn younger brother. “Junk’ll always be there. And
anytime you want to leave, you leave.”
“Tomorrow. For me that’s tomorrow.”
“Okay, I guess you don’t want a different life.” He took a few steps
toward the door. “But remember next time you’re sitting in a cell that I told
you things could be different. It just takes some time to get your mind right.”
“Yeah, how long is that?”
“I don’t know about you, but it took me year or so.”
“A year?!?”
“Once I got some clean time, got my GED, started working, things
looked better.” Then with the enthusiasm of a boy going to a ballgame he
said, “Hey man, I start Bronx Community College next month.” He seemed
to stand taller. “Got me a special lady, making my mama proud, and don’t
even have to think about getting busted.”
My interest in the window faded.
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“Beats the streets. And damn sure beats lock-up.” He moved toward the
door. “Could be you if you wanted. What’s junk done for you?”
And then he was gone.
Fifteen minutes later I knocked on my counselor’s door. 		
“Yeah, okay.” I said reluctantly, “I’ll check it out.”
He smiled and scribbled on a form.
				
*
“Man this won’t hurt, it’ll feel real good,” Louie said as he gave me
my wings. We sat on milk crates in a damp basement as he slipped the
needle into my forearm like a nurse taking blood from a baby. His dreamclouded eyes told me just how good I would feel. Once the nausea passed, I
remember thinking there wasn’t anywhere else in the world I’d rather be.
As a boy I’d heard the street mantra: once a junkie, always a junkie. But
I never gave it much thought; convinced it didn’t apply to me. Just like every
heroin addict.
It began with my own money, on weekends. Soon I could mainline on
my own. I stole anything a pawnbroker would buy, from anyone I could. A
few years of mainlining mutated this former high school track star and Boy
Scout into a conniving, strung-out scarecrow. Angry scars traced veins up
and down the inside of my forearms.
				
*
“One small step…” Armstrong’s black and white image appeared on
the screen from a quarter million miles away. I stared vacantly at the TV in
Phoenix House’s TV room.
“Man, that boy is on the moon! Damn!” a middle-aged black man said
loud enough for everyone to hear. He looked around to see if anyone shared
his enthusiasm.
“Yeah,” said a gray-haired Puerto Rican man with a sickle-shaped scar
from cheekbone to chin. “When that Sputnik thing flew overhead I had
just started a nickel at Greenhaven.” He smiled like a proud father. “Never
thought we’d beat them Russians to the moon.”
For a moment I wondered if these guys were just old or had done too
much time. Either way I had other things on my mind. Although physically
detoxified, twitching and puking heroin from my body, the mental obsession
remained, firmly rooted as a brain tumor. It whispered to me, teased me
with promises it would never keep. I dreamed about it, thought about it
constantly—how the rush would feel, picturing the blood pulsing into the
syringe before I coaxed it into a vein.
“Hey, you guys done watching this?” A muscular white man frowned
from the doorway. “The Yankees are playing.”
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“Yeah, go ahead.” The gray-haired man nodded toward the TV as he lit
a Camel. “We done watching that moon thing for a while.”
Lost in thought, like a jilted lover longing for the days before things
turned bad, I recalled the pleasure junk brought me. Selective amnesia
kept me from remembering how much I hated time spent in the Tombs,
Manhattan’s mausoleum of a jail built to hold rebel prisoners from below the
Mason-Dixon line; how much I despised the con jobs each morning just to
get that first fix so I could feel normal, so I could steal for my next fix.
Wandering into the dayroom I surveyed the traffic below from behind
the metal bars covering the window. Stevie Wonder’s “My Cherie Amour”
drifted in from someone’s radio. A tall black kid pressed his face against the
bar-covered window next to mine. Still powerfully muscled, Lenny had been
a Golden Gloves heavyweight finalist until junk nailed him.
“Man, look at old Applesauce,” Lenny groaned. “You know he’s feeling
nice.”
In a small park next to the hospital a pudgy middle-aged black man
nodded on a bench. A distant siren wailed above traffic’s dull thunder. In
the sticky summer heat the air seemed almost liquid. We eyed Applesauce’s
question-mark posture with envy. An hour before he’d been one of us, now
he slumped on the park bench as if heroin had turned his bones to jelly.
“Damn!” Lenny slammed his big hand against the bars. “I wanna get
high so bad.”
I nodded miserably.
An eternity passed. Applesauce tried to light a cigarette. He moved like
Oz’s Tin Man in need of oil.
“Let’s get a Coke,” I said.
Lenny and me had hung out from day one, as if we’d known each other
forever. And every time one of us wanted to sign-out to get high, the other
one talked him out of it. Not more than an hour before we had convinced
Toe Pine not to leave.
“Yeah Toe, so you get high today, what about tomorrow?” It intrigued
me that our reasoning seemed so sensible when focused on someone else.
But craving defied logic; defied description. And we all knew that if one of
us signed out it tempted the others to leave. Better we all stayed together.
Stayed clean. Miserable but clean.
				
*
“You! Take this bucket and start mopping over there.” The crew chief
pointed me toward the end of the hallway.
During the day Phoenix House induction was like the Army, without
weapons. Scrubbing, polishing, cleaning took most of the day until encounter
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groups or “games.” Games were group therapy, street style. Nothing fancy,
no high-priced shrink, just dump your emotional garbage and maybe learn
something about yourself. Masters at self-deception, junkies could easily tell
when others were conning themselves.
“Okay, you guys are in room B,” the coordinator looked up from his
clipboard as he assigned the evening’s games. Twelve of us entered room B
and headed for a circle of metal folding chairs. Suddenly the room seemed
smaller.
“Muthafucka!” Lenny lurched forward in his chair as he screamed at a
smug-looking black kid.
“Lenny, you asshole, you too ignorant to live,” Ronald said as he smirked
at the enraged Lenny.
Games allowed us to vent frustrations without fear. Phoenix House
strictly enforced a non-violence rule. But emotions accustomed to heroin’s
soothing caress erupted easily.
Lenny glared. Tongue-tied, he couldn’t respond the way he knew best.
Ronald came from the sort of neighborhood most of us only saw on
TV—big houses and manicured lawns. A doctor’s son, Ronald’s college
education set him apart.
“Say something chump!” Ronald taunted the silent Lenny. With the
perverse logic of the privileged, Ronald tried to carry himself as if he
came from the streets. The nonviolence rule assured him he could mouth
off without concern. Only Ronald didn’t quit. He teased Lenny about his
awkward use of a floor buffer. “You clumsy clown.”
Aware of Lenny’s reputation as a boxer, Ronald would never be so bold
in the street. “Guess you too stupid to make it outside the ring, Lenny.”
Ronald sneered. “You got the hands, too bad your head don’t work too
good.”
The veins in Lenny’s neck swelled.
Later, after games were over, I noticed Ronald swaggering in Lenny’s
direction. Lenny looked up as he bent to plug in a floor buffer. Ronald’s
mouth moved but a large floor fan drowned out his words.
Moments later I sensed a dull thud. Holding his jaw, Ronald ratted on
Lenny as soon as he got off the floor.
Justice came swiftly. Lenny was out—a deceptively grim sentence. The
very thing we both wanted and feared, the streets proved too much for most
junkies’ resolve without a supportive environment. Security guards escorted
Lenny from the building before I could say good-bye.
“Hey, Lenny!” My words faded as three figures exited the large metal
door.
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*
A week later we got the news. At first the tenants on Avenue C and
th
8 street suspected a broken sewer pipe. Searching the dark basement, a
plumber found Lenny’s slumped figure—a syringe still dangling from his
forearm.
Soon afterward “Toe Pine” Gidner signed out, though several of us tried
to talk him out of it.
“I just can’t stop shooting dope in my head, man,” he said. We walked
slowly to the big metal door. “I want it so bad it hurts. You know what I’m
saying?”
As the door opened, Toe Pine smiled slyly. “Look here, man. I been
clean almost three months. You know that first time’s going to be real good.”
He glanced at the door. “Almost like the first time, you know what I’m
saying?”
I pictured Toe Pine nodding blissfully. And then I thought of Lenny.
Fear and craving wrestled between my ears. Much as I didn’t want Toe Pine
to go, I couldn’t wait till he was gone.
			
*
By the time they found Toe Pine on a Brooklyn rooftop, the August heat
had bloated his body. Maggots feasted on his tightly stretched skin.
Like Toe Pine I couldn’t stop shooting dope in my head. Yet as much as
I wanted to, as bad as I yearned to stick a spike full of junk in my arm, Lenny
and Toe Pine kept me clean the rest of that summer.
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